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Abstract: Due to the widespread monitoring spaces such as banks, airports, building lobbies, stores, and other pub-
lic places. In these systems, each camera continuously sends its recorded video data to the processing computers to
detect the specific objects. The effectiveness of surveillance systems can be enhanced by speeding up the transaction
rate which means the number of the processed video frames per unit time. In the case of burglary, for example, the
rate of arrests increases as the processing computer can analyze more video data from the surveillance cameras. As
our previous work, the simulation results show that the transaction rates can be improved under our proposed method
compared with the conventional approach. The contribution of this paper is an implementation using our proposed
method, called PQI-CDI (cycle-based dynamic interval). In the PQI-CDI method, the transaction interval dynamically
changes depending on the transaction time. We adopt the PQI approach to further reduce the transaction time. In this
paper, we describe an implementation of another PQI-based surveillance system. The experiment results show that the
proposed method can improve the transaction rate in our implemented system.

1. Introduction
Nowadays, the monitoring systems (e.g., human monitoring

systems, car monitoring systems) are widely used in various
places such as banks, airports, building lobbies, stores, and other
public places. In these systems, each camera continuously sends
its recorded video data to the processing computers for analyzing
to detect objects. The speed of surveillance systems to catch a
thief can improve by analyzing the data got from cameras with a
higher transaction rate (a process for video frame generation and
analysis per unit time). For example, the probability to catch the
burglars increases as the processing computer analyzes the video
frame got from cameras with a higher transaction rate.

A powerful processing computer further improves the trans-
action rate. For example, larger computational and communi-
cation capacities. However, it is limited and give the limitation
to the transaction rate. In the stream data processing for object
detection with a powerful processing computer, it can accelerate
the execution processes such as processing time. Generally, the
video frames are sent from cameras via the computer network
to the processing computers. Therefore, the transaction rate for
object detection in the surveillance systems cannot improve even
there is a high computational processing computer. This causes a
possibility to miss detect since the objects are moving.

To improve the transaction rate for object detection in the
surveillance systems, there are many studies [1]-[3]. However, in
the existing surveillance systems, cameras send their video data
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with a constant transaction interval such as 30 [fps]. Hence, trans-
action rate improvement is required for object detection. As our
previous work, we proposed a method to improve the transaction
rate. This method the transaction interval dynamically changes
depending on the transaction time. The processing computer
requests for changing the transaction interval with a fixed pe-
riod. The processing computer changes the transaction intervals
of each camera every finishing some transactions. Dynamic trans-
action interval is one of the main factors to improve the trans-
action rates for surveillance systems. Therefore, the transaction
rate further improves by using our proposed method (PQI-CDI)
to change the transaction intervals dynamically.

In this paper, we implement a simple surveillance system using
the PQI-CDI method. This aims to improve the transaction rate
in the surveillance systems by changing the transaction intervals
dynamically. In our implementation, each camera can generate
images that contain some qualities. The lowest quality has the
highest priority to be sent to the processing computers. Only in
the cases when the higher qualities are needed for analysis, the
processing progressively collect them. For example, when hu-
mans or cars recorded in the image, processing computer requests
to get the remaining qualities.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we
introduce some works that are related to our system. In Section 3,
we briefly explain our proposed method. Our implementation is
explained in Section 4, and experimental results show in Section
5. Finally, we will conclude the paper in Section 6.

2. Related Work
To improve the performances of surveillance systems for ob-

ject detection, some methods have been proposed.
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A method to reduce the amount of data to be transferred cam-
eras to the processing computers was proposed in [4].

In [5], a surveillance system implementation Based on H.264,
SIP, RTP/RTCP, and RTSP. This implementation aims to reduce
traffic congestion on the network. It actually gives good video
quality in the processing computers since the video images are
encoded by H.264 video coding standards. However, this imple-
mentation doesn’t consider the transaction rate. In our implemen-
tation, we further improve the transaction rate.

An implementation was proposed in [6]. This implementation
focuses on detecting objects, grouping objects, and speed chang-
ing objects as suspicious moving objects or non-moving. They
use a background subtraction technique to employ in their work.
In most of this work, they focus on image processing in the pro-
cessing computers side. However, the video frames are trans-
mitted from cameras. If the video frames suffer delays on trans-
mission, it causes miss detection for moving objects. In our im-
plementation, we reduce the transaction time for sending video
frames between cameras and the processing computer by using
the PQI approach.

In [7], a video-encoding method was proposed. This method
uses a standards-compliant video-encoding for object detection
in order to improve the performance of compressed videos. How-
ever, this causes further delays since the video needs to decom-
press the video data before detecting objects.

A method to improve transaction rates was proposed in [8].
In this method, the processing computer dynamically changes
the transaction interval depending on the transaction rates. The
results shown that the transaction rates can improve under this
method. However, in practical situations, it is necessary to con-
firm the experimental results. In this paper, we further investigate
the experimental results using the same method. The difference is
this paper shows the experimental results for a surveillance sys-
tem but the previous results used simulated data.

In [9], a method to improve the performance of application for
object detection in the surveillance systems was proposed. This
method uses the updated background model of inter-frame differ-
ences to obtain the moving objects in the client. This method is
similar to the PQI-based surveillance system in the point that the
background of the image is updated (progressively collects the
remaining data) when an object has been detected. This method
can reduce the transaction time so that the performances of the
system get improve. However, in our implementation, the trans-
action interval dynamically changes in order to improve the trans-
action rate. Moreover, we adopt the PQI approach to reduce the
transaction time.

In addition, some implementation methods to improve the per-
formances of surveillance systems have been proposed in [10]-
[11]. However, in these methods the transaction intervals are
constant. In our implementation, the transaction intervals dynam-
ically change.

3. Proposed Method
In this section, we explain our proposed method.
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Fig. 1: Communication diagram for conventional approaches and
of the PQI approach

3.1 Summary of PQI Approach
In PQI approach, each camera or recording computer can gen-

erate its recorded images in the progressive JPEG format, which
contains multiple images with different qualities (called scans in
progressive JPEG) [12]. The lowest quality image data (first scan)
has the highest priority to be sent to the processing computers.
First, the processing computers receive the lowest quality image
data and analyze the difference from the previous frame. The pro-
cessing computer skips collecting and analyzing the next lowest
quality image data (next scan) when it is meaningless. Only in
the cases where higher-quality image data are needed for analysis
(the processing computers judge to request higher quality when
objects are recorded in the image data), the processing computer
progressively collects the higher quality image data from the cam-
eras or recording computers. Otherwise, the processing computer
receives only the lowest quality image.

3.2 Communication Chart of PQI Approach
Figure 1 shows a timing chart for stream processing under the

conventional approach and the PQI approach. In the PQI ap-
proach, the data Dn,a(t) (n = 1, 2, t = 1, · · · ) are divided into
some qualities. Here, Dn,a(t) is the observed original data of the
camera n at the cycle t. Dn,q(t) (q = 1, · · · , Q) is the generated
data from Dn,a(t) of that quality is q. Each transaction includes
some processes for each divided data. In the figure, the number of
the qualities is 2 and the transaction consists of two processes for
the divided data Dn,1(t) and Dn,2(t). n is the camera number,
t is the cycles for data collections, and q is the quality. In cycle
1, the transaction finishes at the first quality in both streams. In
the cycle 2, the processing computer requires D1,2(2) when it
finishes the process for D1,1(2). The camera 1 transmit the re-
quiredD1,2(2) and the processing computer starts the process for
D1,2(2). In this case, the transaction finishes when the process-
ing computer finishes the process for D1,2(2) since the number
of the qualities is 2. The transaction time, in this case, is reduced
compared with that under the conventional approach as shown in
the figure.
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3.3 PQI-CDI Method
In this section, we will explain the PQI-CDI method. As de-

scribed in section 3.2, the PQI approach reduces the transaction
time. Under the PQI approach, the transaction time dynami-
cally changes due to the depends on quality data. For exam-
ple, the transaction time is short when higher quality data is not
needed and the transaction time is long when higher quality data
is needed.
3.3.1 Cycle-based Dynamic Interval Determination

Figure 2 shows the difference between static transaction inter-
val and PQI-CDI method. To make the example simple, we show
the transaction rate of 1 camera and 1 processing computer under
static transaction interval and PQI-CDI method.

We first explain the transaction rate under the static transac-
tion interval. In the upper part of Figure 2, we suppose the static
transaction interval is 0.1 seconds for starting each transaction.
TT indicates the transaction time for each transaction. The first
transaction starts at 0.0 seconds and finishes at 0.08 seconds as
just an example. In this case, the transaction time is 0.08 seconds
and the processing computer waits 0.02 seconds before receiv-
ing the next transaction. Each transaction starts when the trans-
action interval reaches 0.1 seconds For the second transaction,
third transaction and fourth transaction start at 0.1 seconds, 0.2
seconds, and 0.3 seconds respectively and their transaction time
is the same 0.02 seconds. In this case, the processing computer
waits 0.08 seconds before receiving the next transaction. For the
fifth transaction and sixth transaction start at 0.4 seconds and 0.5
sec. respectively and their transaction time are the same 0.03 sec-
onds. In this case, the processing computer waits 0.07 seconds
before receiving the next transaction. The number of transactions
from the time 0.0 seconds to the time 0.5 seconds is 5 transactions
as just an example.

Next, we explain the PQI-CDI method that shows in the lower
part of Figure 2. In the PQI-CDI method, the processing com-
puter calculates the average transaction time of the previous cycle
Cn as the new transaction interval.

AveTTn(t) =

Cn∑
τ=t−Cn+1

TTn(τ) (1)

To make the example simple, in the Figure 2, we set the cycle
length to 2 (2 transactions). The processing computer requests
to change the transaction intervals of camera every finishing Cn
transactions. For example, when the cycle length is 2, the first
transaction time is 0.06 sec. and the second transaction time is
0.02 sec. In this case, the average transaction time returns from
the processing computer is 0.04 sec. This value is arranged for
the next transaction interval of the camera.
3.3.2 Data Generations in the Cameras

Figure 3 shows the flow chart of cameras. Each cycle comes
every the transaction interval for the camera n (In) passes. When
the t th cycle starts, each camera n (n = 1, · · ·N ) gets Dn,a(t)
from their sensors and temporarily stores it to their storages. First,
they generate Dn,1(t) from Dn,a(t) and send Dn,1(t) to the
processing computer. When the camera n receives the request
of Dn,q(t), it generates Dn,q(t) from stored Dn,a(t) and sends
Dn,q(t) to the processing computer. When the camera n receives
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Fig. 3: The flowchart for the data generation

the request of changing interval to i, it changes its interval to i
and rearranges the start of the next cycle.
3.3.3 Data Processing in the Processing Computer

Figure 4 shows the flow chart of the processing computer.
When the processing computer receives Dn,q(t), it processes
Dn,q(t). When q = Q and Dn,q(t) is the final level data, the
process of t th cycle finishes. Otherwise, the processing com-
puter judges the necessity of Dn,q+1(t). In case that Dn,q+1(t)

is needed for the process execution, the processing computer re-
quests Dn,q(t) to the camera n, otherwise, the process finishes.
When the process finishes, in the PQI-CDI method, the process-
ing computer checks whether cn reaches Cn or not. cn is the
variable to count the number of transactions for the camera n.
Here, again, Cn is the interval of transactions to change the in-
terval of the data transmission of the camera n. In case that cn
reaches to Cn, the processing computer calculates the new inter-
val and sends the request for changing the interval to the camera
n. Then, initialize cn. Here, TTn(t) is the transaction time of the
t th cycle of the camera n, i.e., the time to get the original data
at the camera n to the time to finish the process of the data at the
processing computer.

4. Implementation
This section, we describe our implementation for PQI-TRDI

approach.

4.1 Our System Architecture
Figure 5 shows our implemented system. The recording com-

puters are based on the Raspberry Pi 3 Model B with Camera
Module V2 and connect to a Laptop as a processing computer via
the 100BASE-TX/1000BASE-T network (Allied Telesis Centre-
COM GS908GT switch). We used the Python programming lan-
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Table 1: Specifications of our implemented system
Items Details

Camera device Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+ with Camera Mod-
ule V2, 100BASE-TX

Processing computer 2.10GHz dual-core CPU, 8GB memory, on-
board graphics, 1000BASE-T

Network Gigabit Ethernet
Num. of cameras 3
Num. of processing computers 1
Num. of qualities in prog. JPEG 10
Comparison methods Without the PQI approach
Evaluation items Transaction Time & Transaction Rate

guage and implemented as an upper human body detection sys-
tem. Each pi-camera gets every image frame with 480 × 340
resolution from its sensor and encodes into progressive JPG for-
mat, which contains 10 different qualities (called scans in pro-
gressive JPEG). These generated qualities are temporarily stored
in the memory. Firstly, each recording computer sends the lowest
scans to the processing computer than other scans. The process-
ing computer detects upper human bodies in the received scans.
If the processing computer detects human bodies in the firstly
received scan, the processing computer requests to the cameras
to get the remaining scans (the higher quality image data) and
progressively collects them. Otherwise, the processing computer
skips collecting the higher scans. Table 1 shows the specifications
of our implemented system.

4.2 System Communications
Figure 6 shows the communication of our implemented sys-

tem. In this implementation, we use two channels for the com-
munications, communication channel, and data transfer channel.
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Fig. 6: The communication diagram for our implemented system

The common protocol TCP/IP is used for establishing process-
ing computer and cameras and requesting the higher quality data.
The RTP ((Real-time Transport Protocol) is used for transferring
the image data between cameras and the processing computer. In
our system, the processing computer first connects to the cameras
via a TCP/IP communication (TCP socket). The cameras make
the connection to the processing computer in the second step.
If the connection completed, the processing computer opens the
RTP channel and waiting for receiving RTP packets in the third
step. If the connection confirmation is established, the process-
ing computer requests for image data is started in step fourth. In
step fifth, when the camera receives requests for image data, it
gets image frames from its camera’s sensor and generates them
into 10 qualities (10 scans) for every single frame. The lowest
quality (first scan) data is encoded into RTP packets and sends to
the processing computer via data channel in step sixth. Finally,
the processing computer receives the RTP packet and decodes the
image data for analysis. In the case that a higher quality image
data is needed, the processing computer sends the requests to the
cameras via the communication channel.

4.3 How to Generate and Request High Quality Data
In this section, we explain how to generate different quali-

ties and requesting the higher quality data of every single image
frame.

Figure 7 shows how to generate some qualities from every sin-
gle image frame and requesting the higher quality image data.
First, the camera gets the raw image frame from its camera’s
sensor. Second, the camera encodes the raw image frame into
processing JPG format with 10 qualities (called scans in progres-
sive JPG) using OpenCV ( a popular programming library for the
computer vision field) and temporarily stores in its buffer. Third,
the first scan (first quality) is sent to the processing computer.
Fourth, when the processing computer receives the first scan, it
checks whether a human is detected or not. Fifth, in the case, that
a human is detected in the first scan, the processing computer re-
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quests to the camera in order to get the remaining qualities and
progressively collect them in the step sixth and seventh, respec-
tively. Finally, the processing computer adds the remaining scans
to the first scan in order to get the improve quality image. In case
there is not a human detected in the first scan in step fifth, the
processing computer waits for receiving for the next frame ( the
first scan of the next image frame).

Figure 8 shows an example of images under the PQI-CDI
method and No PQI-CDI method in our implementation. The top
part of the figure shows the image under the PQI-CDI method.
In PQI-CDI method, the processing computer collects and ana-
lyzes image data in the lowest quality for detecting objects. In
the cases that an object is not detected in the lowest quality data
(as shown in the left-hand side of the top part of the figure), the
processing computer ignores requesting the remaining qualities
and waits for the next transaction. In this case, the transmitted
data for the lowest quality data is 6134 Bytes. Otherwise, the
processing computer requests to get the remaining qualities and
progressively collects them in order to improve the quality of im-
age data (the improved image shows in the right-hand side of the
top part of the figure). The transmitted data for the proved quality
data is 104064 Bytes.

In the lower part of the figure shows the image under the No
PQI method. In this case, the processing computer receives each
image as the original image without extracting it into some qual-
ities. The processing computer analyzes the received image data
with a clear image (a high-quality image) even there is no object
recorded as shown in the lower part of the figure. The transmit-
ted image data for each transaction under the No PQI method is
104064 Bytes.

5. Experimental Results
In this section, we show some experimental results.

5.1 Experiment Setup
In this experiment, we use the implementation system ex-

plained in Section 4 and use the configuration parameters used
in Table 2.

Communication Bandwidth is 100BASETX/1000BASE-T
CAT5e cables that connect between Raspberry Pi devices and
the processing computer (we connect the cable to 100BASETX
Ethernet port on the Raspberry Pi). Its Bandwidth approximate
100 [Mbps].

Human detected (104064 Bytes)No human detected (6134 Bytes)

Human detected (104064 Bytes)No human detected (104064 Bytes)

Fig. 8: Images under PQI-CDI and No PQI-CDI method

Table 2: Parameter values
Communication Bandwidth approx.100 [Mbps]
Communication Protocol TCP
Data Transfer Protocol RTP over UDP

Image Resolution 480 × 340
Progressive JPG generation OpenCV 3.2

Number of qualities 10 scans
Initialize Frame Rate 30 fps

Cycle length 2
Image Analysis upper human body detection by Opencv (HAAR)

Communication Protocol is used for requesting quality data
and changing the transaction intervals. In this implementation,
we use common protocol TCP/IP. For Data Transfer Protocol, we
use RTP over UDP. It is used for sending the image data.

We set the image resolution in the Raspberry Pi side to 480
× 340 pixels. Each recorded image frame is converted into Pro-
gressive JPG standard format by using Opencv (a popular pro-
gramming library) which contains 10 qualities (10 scans in Pro-
gressive JPG format) and temporarily stored it in the memory of
each Raspberry Pi. Each camera sends images frame 30 fps as
the initial frame rate (or we can call the initial transaction interval
is 0.03 seconds).

Cycle length is a counted number for each transaction Cn.
The processing computer calculates the average transaction time
AveTTn of each camera n when the number of transactions
reaches 2 (Cn=2).

In this implementation, we implemented upper human body
detection in the processing computer by using Opencv and its de-
tection library called HAAR.

5.2 Transaction Time Evaluation
Since our implementation uses the PQI approach to improve

the performances of the system by reducing the transaction time,
we check the average transaction time.

Figure 9 shows the average transaction time under 1 camera
and 1 processing computer. The horizontal axis is the transaction
time of No PQI (conventional method) and the PQI-CDI method.
The vertical axis is the average transaction time. In this imple-
mentation, we run the system for 60 seconds for upper human
body detection and calculate the final probability. Here, the final
probability is the number of image frames that detected the upper
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eras is 3

human body divide by the total of received image frames. The
final probability value is 0 to 1. A higher final probability value
gives a more detection occur in the system. We can see that the
transaction time under the No PQI is longer than the transaction
time that under the PQI-CDI method since the transmitted data
amount under the No PQI is larger even there are detect human or
not. The transaction time under the PQI-CDI method increases as
the final probability increases since the transmitted data amount
increases as the final probability increases.

Figure 10 shows the average transaction time under 3 cameras
and 1 processing computer. The horizontal axis is the transaction
time of No PQI and PQI-CDI method. The vertical axis is the
average transaction time. We can see that the transaction time
under the No PQI is longer than the transaction time that under
the PQI-CDI method due to the same reason as Figure 9. The
transaction times for both No PQI and PQI-CDI method is longer
than under the transaction times shown in 9 since the number of
cameras increase. This causes a larger communication traffic to
occur in the system.

5.3 Transaction Rate Evaluation
The performances of applications increase as the processing

computer analyzes image data with a higher transaction rate. We
check the average transaction rates.

Figure 11 shows the average frame rate under 1 camera and
1 processing computer. The horizontal axis is the transaction
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Fig. 12: Average transaction rate when the number of the cameras
is 3

rates of the No PQI and PQI-CDI method. The vertical axis is
the average transaction rate. The other settings are the same as
Figure 9. We can see that our proposed method gives a higher
transaction rate than under the No PQI since the transaction
intervals under the PQI-CDI dynamically changes.

Figure 12 shows the average frame rate under 3 cameras and
1 processing computer. The horizontal axis is the transaction
rates of the No PQI and PQI-CDI method. The vertical axis is
the average transaction rate. The other settings are the same as
Figure 9. We can see that our proposed method gives a higher
transaction rate than under the No PQI due to the reason as
mentioned in Figure 11.

6. Conclusion
In this paper, we implemented a video surveillance system with

dynamic transaction intervals under the PQI approach (PQI-CDI
method). We investigated the transaction time and transaction
rate with PQI-CDI method. In our implementation, the trans-
action interval dynamically changes depending on the average
transaction time by using a cycle to control the timing to change
the transaction intervals. Moreover, our implementation adopted
the PQI approach to reduce the transaction time. The experimen-
tal results show that the PQI-CDI method can improve the trans-
action rates for the actual surveillance systems compared with No
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PQI (conventional approach).
In the future, we plan to implement a system with multiple

processing computers using this proposed method.
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